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Abstract This paper presents a framework for the creation of transport protocols for mobile hosts that use
multiple link layers simultaneously for the same connection. This abstraction provides an endto-end transport layer channel between two applications that do not have to be aware of host
mobility. The channel is composed of multiple network layer sub-channels. A sub-channel is and
end-to-end network layer connection that is mapped to one physical interface. Inverse multiplexing is used at the transport level to divide application data into the sub-channels, and a ratebased transmission mechanism provides congestion avoidance. The same mechanism is used to
differentiate transmission losses from congestion losses, resulting in good throughput in lossy
wireless links. Experimental results for two protocols created using this framework validate our
design choices.
Keywords: transport protocols, mobility, inverse multiplexing, wireless, rate-based

1 Introduction
Current generation mobile hosts have multiple builtin network interfaces and the capacity for expansion.
Many competing infrastructures for wireless network
access are being deployed. The current state-of-the-art in
mobile networking allows the use of multiple network
technologies, but only one at a time [1, 2]. This results in
an environment that can be connectivity rich, but in
which hosts have limited access to resources. Wireless
technologies tend to offer lower bandwidth than their
wired counterparts. Therefore, to many mobile hosts the
bottleneck link is the last hop. The lowest bandwidth link
is the link from the network access point to the mobile
host. By extending the current technology to encompass
the simultaneous use of multiple interfaces, mobile hosts
can access the full bandwidth available in an environment.
Multiplexing is a very well understood communication technique for transmitting multiple streams through a
single interface. Demultiplexing is the technique to re-

cover a stream from the aggregated flow. Multiplexing
and demultiplexing are used, for example, to send multiple TCP flows through a single IP interface. The port
number contained in the TCP header is used for demultiplexing the aggregated TCP streams, in order to deliver
data to the right application. Inverse multiplexing is used
to transmit a single stream through multiple interfaces.
ATM uses inverse multiplexing [3] to aggregate fractionary interfaces into a single interface with higher bandwidth. This type of bandwidth aggregation can also be
found in the Internet’s link layer [4, 5]. The current techniques limit aggregation to links of the same technology
between the same endpoints.
This paper presents a novel technique for using inverse multiplexing for aggregating bandwidth from heterogeneous network interfaces. Inverse multiplexing can
be used with very good results for increasing the bandwidth available to hosts when their bottleneck link is
located at the last hop. Our channel abstraction is based
on inverse multiplexing. A channel is an end-to-end
transport layer connection. We use inverse multiplexing
to create a single end-to-end channel from multiple sub-
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channels, end-to-end network layer connections over
heterogeneous link layer interfaces. The transport layer
has to be link-layer aware to be able to make use of multiple heterogeneous link layers. To make the channel
more useful to mobile hosts, we added mechanisms to
deal with the loss characteristics of wireless links to the
transport protocols that implement the channel. Finally,
the channel mechanism offers a path for end-to-end mobility [6], because a side effect from multiplexing is the
uncoupling of the transport layer from the network layer.
The main contribution from this paper is the framework for the design of transport protocols that are link
layer aware. The framework allows the aggregation of
bandwidth from multiple heterogeneous link layers, by
using end-to-end inverse multiplexing. The mechanisms
used for inverse multiplexing are well suited to wireless
environments and allow simple host mobility, using the
IP infrastructure already deployed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next section, we present the motivation for bandwidth aggregation and the reasons for inverse multiplexing. The availability of multiple interfaces and the lack of
way to exploit the additional bandwidth led to the creation of a transport layer solution. The architecture of this
solution is presented in Section 3. The mechanisms used
for implementing the architecture, and the adaptation to
wireless links is presented on Section 4. We designed a
suite of protocols that share the channel architecture. We
present the suite and experimental results from the implementation of two protocols, Multimedia Multiplexing
Transport Protocol (MMTP [7]) and Reliable Multiplexing Transport Protocol (RMTP) in Section 5. The last
Section contains conclusions and future research.

2 Motivation
Mobile computing devices are becoming as common
as their stationary counterparts, and the trend points to an
enormous growth in the number of mobile hosts. In the
same way the capability of a personal computer is increased with its connection to a network, the potential of
mobile devices is increased with network connectivity.
Thus, there is a clear need to provide network access to
mobile computing devices. In response, infrastructure has
been built to provide connectivity to mobile devices,
ranging from CDPD networks that offer 19.2Kbps to the
newly announced initiative of airports [8] and even a
coffee shop chain [9] to offer 11Mbps IEEE 802.11 network access to its users. Infrastructure deployment for
each technology is not continuous. The coverage area of
each base-station forms isolated areas where is possible
to communicate using that technology, creating islands of
connectivity for that technology. The different technolo-
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gies often have overlapping coverage areas. As more
base stations are installed, the number of islands of connectivity increases. Such increases may cause islands
form the same technology to merge, and islands from
different technologies to overlap.

2.1 Host Mobility
The user of a mobile device has some choices in regard to maintaining connectivity while moving. One
choice is to use a link-layer mobility solution, like a
CDPD network or a cellular modem. In this case, the link
layer provides the switch from one point of attachment to
another as the user moves from the area of coverage of
one base station to another. Link-layer solutions are
transparent to the network and upper layers, but do not
insulate the applications from variations in link quality,
delays and the occasional blackout. Another choice is to
use a network layer mobility solution. Mobile IP [10] and
Mobile IPv6 [11] add the capacity to use heterogeneous
link layers, and can be extended [1] to switch from one
link layer technology to another in case the link layer
becomes unavailable, either by a blackout or because the
user moved away from the coverage area of that link
layer. This allows the user to move from one island of
connectivity to another without severing transport layer
connections. Network layer solutions are transparent to
the transport layer. Due to this transparency, transport
layer connections are not aware that the sudden changes
in link quality and delays may be caused by a switch
from one link layer to another (handoff). This confuses
their congestion avoidance mechanism, affecting the
performance of the transport layer [12].

2.2 Routing and Multihomed Mobile Hosts
The overlap of connectivity islands from multiple
technologies allows a mobile host to have more than one
access point to the network simultaneously active. That
is, a mobile host could be multihomed. This opens a new
realm of possibilities for wireless mobile hosts that is
rarely found in the wired world, because multihomed
general purpose wired hosts are rare. Routers are multihomed by nature, but a general-purpose multihomed host
requires special routing tables to exploit the potential of
multiple network connections. If the host is not routing
traffic, the routing tables of such host divide the network
according to rules set to mirror information of, for example, reachability, performance and cost. In comparison, a
wired host with a single network connection normally has
a simple routing table, consisting of the loopback device,
the home network and the default router. Due to the nature of network access points, a multihomed mobile host
can potentially use any single network access point of
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any technology for all its network traffic. If the network
access points of different technologies divulge routing
information, the mobile can transparently choose which
interface to use for each connection, by building a routing table and routing packets to each network access
point according to their destination.
The problem with the above scenario is that it does
not take into account the inherent variations in speed and
available bandwidth of the last hop between the mobile
and network access point for different technologies. We
call “speed” the raw bandwidth of a link, e.g., 11Mbps
for an 802.11 wireless Ethernet. Available bandwidth is
the share of the raw bandwidth of a link that is available
to new connections on that link. Because the last hop is
normally the link with lowest available bandwidth in the
path between a mobile and another host, it will define the
bandwidth characteristics of the connection as a whole.
The characteristics of the bottleneck link, regardless of
being the last hop or not, are not normally found in the
routing information relayed to end-hosts, because it is
dynamic and varies as routers get more or less loaded.
The routing information approach would not guarantee
the mobile would choose the best route, and it precludes
the simultaneous use of multiple links for a single transport layer connection.
Cellular
Receiver
WLAN

Infrared
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IP has no built-in mechanism for multiplexing a single
flow to multiple destinations, addressed by a single or
different IP numbers. In fact, the disambiguating mechanism mentioned above will not allow multiple paths to a
single IP address even if this IP address appears in multiple entries in the routers routing table. IPv6 does not add
any mechanism to allow multiplexing, although it has a
new mechanism to help mobility, the anycast address
type, that allows a packet to be delivered to one of multiple IP addresses.
Our goal is to allow a multihomed mobile host to use
multiple network layers concurrently for the same flow
using the current IP infrastructure. Figure 1 shows a host
that can potentially use three interfaces, but current practices will not allow a single flow to be routed through all
interfaces simultaneously. Our solution is to create a
transport layer mechanism to overcome the routing problems presented to multihomed mobile hosts due to multiple simultaneous network attachment points. A multiplexing transport protocol can use multiple link layers
concurrently to deliver a single flow, and can deal with
the problems posed by out-of-order delivery and the
changes in available bandwidth on the path of packets
transmitted through each network layer. The next section
describes our channel abstraction, a mechanism for
creating a single transport layer connection using
multiple network layers simultaneously. The term
connection is used loosely, as the transport layer can be
an UDP-like connectionless protocol. 3 The fork problem

3 The Channel Abstraction

Internet

Figure 1: Mobile host with 3 interfaces

Although some routing protocols like OSPF [13] allow the use of multiple paths for a single route, the most
common behavior for network connections is to follow a
single path. Unless path multiplicity is done at the link
layer, and link layer mechanisms are used to resequence
packets, the use of multiple paths tends to generate outof-order delivery, which has harmful effects to transport
layer connections. IP has no resequencing mechanism,
and does not promise in-order delivery of packets. IP’s
route matching algorithm for unicast under CIDR [14]
chooses the most specific match for each packet destination, and uses the first matching entry to disambiguate
multiple matching rules. IP also has a multicast option,
which delivers the same packet to multiple destinations.

The goal of our research is to allow a mobile host to
use multiple link layers simultaneously for a single data
flow. For this we define a channel, which is an end-toend, transport layer connection that encompasses all
available layer links and multiplexes the data of a single
flow into these links. The sending application sees a
single channel, one transport layer interface that remains
stable. The transport layer protocol receives the data from
the application and sends it through sub-channels, network layer sockets mapped to different link layers. At the
other end, the transport layer gathers the data from the
sub-channels and delivers it to the peer application. To
create a channel, we need information about what link
layers are available. The transport layer has to be link
layer aware, although it will not communicate directly to
the link layer, relying instead on the abstractions offered
by the network layer.
The number of sub-channels will depend on the
1

For the rest of this paper, we use the term “multiplexing” to mean
“inverse multiplexing”, unless otherwise noted.
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availability of network access points for different technologies in the range of the mobile system. The addition
and deletion of sub-channels, as the mobile enters or
leaves the coverage area of one access point, is transparent to the application. The only side effect noticeable by
applications of sub-channel addition and deletion is the
variations in available bandwidth. We do not expect that
all network interfaces in the mobile host will be used
constantly. The user may impose restrictions on usage
depending on cost, the operating system may limit usage
depending on the levels of battery power, and large mismatches of link layer characteristics may prevent the use
of all available interfaces simultaneously. On the other
hand, we will show in Section 5.2 that it is hard to know
path characteristics without actually using it, and raw
bandwidth is not a good indicator of available bandwidth.
The main benefit of multiplexing data into multiple
interfaces is the added bandwidth on the last hop, the
common bottleneck link for mobile hosts. There are
many other benefits, such as providing a natural way to
deal with host mobility, smoother handoffs and greater
link reliability. Location issues are important if the connection is destined to a mobile host, as opposed to connections initiated at the mobile host. This can be solved
by mechanisms in current use today, so location issues
are orthogonal to this paper. An application does not
have to be aware of host mobility. On the other hand,
more sophisticated applications may benefit from extra
information, so an interface to query the main channel
characteristics is available, together with an asynchronous notification system to report changes in these characteristics.
application

application

transport

transport

network

LLM
link

link

link

Figure 2: The Channel Abstraction

3.1 Architecture
The main components of our channel architecture are
depicted in Figure 2. There are five entities: the application, the transport layer, the network layer, the link layer
and the link layer manager; and three interfaces: the application/transport layer interface, the transport
layer/network layer interface, and the link layer notifica-
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tion interface. This work is centered on the transport
layer. The channel is the end-to-end connection that can
be accessed by the interface between the application and
the transport layer. The transport layer receives data from
the application and multiplexes this data into the available sub-channels. Each sub-channel is mapped to a link
layer interface through the network layer. This is shown
on the figure as the arrows that go from the transport
layer to the link layer. The transport layer has to be linklayer aware. This can be achieved through an entity that
does link layer management (LLM in Figure 2). The
LLM is responsible for link layer discovery, IP address
management, and for informing the transport protocol of
the presence of new sub-channels,. The LLM also informs the transport layer if a current network attachment
is lost, which implies in the loss of the attached subchannel.

3.2 The Application/Transport Layer Interface
For current applications, the most important interface
is the one that gives access to the virtual channel offered
by the transport layer. The interface to the channel mimics an interface to a non-multiplexed transport protocol.
Thus, it can be used as such by an application. The application gains mobility and robustness, and need not be
changed. A normal socket interface can be used. Signals
are used for asynchronous notifications from the transport protocol to the application. A signal handler is installed by the application if it desires to be notified of
events, generated for example if the transport protocol
has to violate the parameters set by the application. Some
of these parameters are defined below.
Channel Parameters
For a typical application in current use today, using
the above-defined channel is an easy way to use bandwidth aggregation and mobility. The application opens a
socket using one of the transport protocols that implements our channel abstraction and sends data normally.
For applications that have special quality of service
(QoS) needs and for controlling the amount of bandwidth
each application gets, three parameters are defined: max
rate, latency, min rate.
The max rate sets a hard limit on the amount of data
sent/received. The application uses the max rate as a cap
on the maximum amount of data it can send. For the
transport layer, the max rate is used for flow control, and
defines the maximum amount of data an application can
receive in a unit time. A similar max rate is used at the
network layer in a per-channel basis, which translates to
the maximum amount of data the physical channel encap-
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sulated by the link layer can sustain.
The latency is a measure of the time between when a
packet is sent and received, or half a round trip time if the
sub-channel is symmetric. It is mostly transparent for
applications, as after the steady state is achieved in a
connection, the interarrival times are more important than
the transit times. However, it is an important measure for
the transport layer to decide if a new channel is added or
not to protocol processing. Great mismatches in latency
can increase the size of the buffers at the sender or receiver. If packets are sent in sequence, they will arrive
out-of-order, which requires buffering at the receiver to
reorder them. If ordering is done by changing the order
packets are sent, packets have to be buffered at the
sender. The size of the buffers needed for ordering is
directly proportional to the latency mismatch of the subchannels.
The min rate is a QoS parameter. An application can
set the min rate to signal that the interarrival times of the
packets in its stream are bound to that interval, and if
they arrive later than that they will be useless. The transport protocol can use this knowledge to increase the
number of packets that arrive in time if the aggregated
bandwidth of the channel is smaller than the min rate by
dropping packets at the sender.
By offering these parameters, the channel turns into a
cross-layer communication middleware that frees the
applications from having to implement their own timing
algorithms. At the same time, it adds bandwidth aggregation, by the use of multiple channels, and mobility capacities, by the ability of adding and deleting channels.

3.3 The Sub-Channel Interface
The interface between the transport layer and network
layer is also simple, with a small twist. Because we assume that all network access points will be connected to
the Internet, any interface can be used to deliver any
packet. On the other hand, we want to control which link
layer is being used to transmit each packet. To that end,
we have to be link layer aware. Each packet that is sent is
tagged with the appropriate interface, and will be sent
through that interface regardless of the contents of the
mobile’s routing table. This bypasses the IP routing layer.
A way to achieve this has been developed for Linux
systems,
with
the
socket
call
SO_BIND_TO_INTERFACE [2].

3.4 Link Layer Access
One aspect that has been overlooked in mobile research is link layer access. Most mobility solutions assume that the link layer configuration will be automatic
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and base trigger mechanisms in the presence of network
layer connectivity. We believe that there is the need for a
framework for link layer access, to standardize the operating system interface, creating an unified API [15] to
report the presence of access point in the vicinity of the
mobile, and to do AAA (Authentication, Authorization
and Accounting). A multiplexing transport protocol has
to be aware of new link layers that become available, and
of link layers that can no longer be used, to add and remove these interfaces from protocol processing. To this
end, a link-layer aware transport protocol needs the following support:
Link layer management: a management entity can
use direct information (by probing or listening to the link
layer for the presence of access points) or indirect information (by using an existing connection to query the
infrastructure for the existence of additional access
points) to find new access points. This is called link layer
discovery. Management also encompasses measuring
signal strength and possibly location hints to rule that a
link layer is no longer usable. This is called link layer
disconnection.
Network layer management: before using a link
layer, the mobile has to acquire an IP address for that
interface. The most common protocol for acquiring a
network address in broadcast media is DHCP (Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol) [16]. For point-to-point
links, such as infrared, acquiring a network address also
entails creating a point-to-point link. In this case, the link
will only be created on demand, as creating the link precludes other mobiles from using the same access point.
Transport layer notification: the transport layer has
to be notified of new access points (in the form of a new
IP address it can use) and of the loss of an active access
point (an IP that can no longer be used). The transport
protocols can also notify a management entity about the
available bandwidth of each link. Because this bandwidth
is closely tied with the available bandwidth of the last
hop, by controlling the maximum bandwidth each protocol instance can use the management entity to enforce
usage policies for cooperating protocols.

4 Protocol Mechanisms
Once the problem of sending data to a specific subchannel is solved, we have to create a mechanism to
multiplex data into these sub-channels. We want an endto-end mechanism capable of measuring the available
bandwidth on the path from the mobile to the other endhost to load-balance the data according to the available
bandwidth of each link. Additionally, we have to deal
with the effects of mobility (handoffs, blackouts, adding
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and deleting links) and with the higher error rate associated with the wireless links a mobile will generally use.
In this section, we will present the mechanisms used
for bandwidth estimation, traffic shaping and discerning
transmission losses from congestion losses. The common
thread of these techniques is the rate-based transmission
mechanism. We end this section by showing how the
multiplexing mechanism helps host mobility.

4.1 Bandwidth Estimation
A simple mechanism to measure the available bandwidth on a link is the packet-pair method [17]. It entails
sending two packets back-to-back on a link, and measuring the interarrival time of those packets at the receiver.
If the packets are sent on a point-to-point link with no
other traffic, the interarrival time measures the raw
bandwidth of the link for that size of packets. It is the
absolute minimum period at which packets of that size
can be sent. Sending packets at a smaller spacing will
only queue packets at the outbound interface, with no
increase in throughput. If the packets are sent on a multiple hop path mixed with other traffic, routers on the way
may insert other packets between the two packets that
were sent back-to-back, making them arrive farther apart.
The number of packets inserted is directly proportional to
the load on the outbound port each router uses to send the
packets, and does not depend on packet size if no fragmentation occurs, as time in the routers is normally
bound by protocol processing and not packet size. If
packet size is equal to the path MTU, the interarrival time
measured at the receiver is a snapshot of the bandwidth
of the path. The interarrival time is the minimum period
at which packets can be sent that will not create a queue
in any of the routers on the path. If the load of all routers
in the path is a constant, then the inverse of the interarrival time defines the optimal rate to send packets through
this link. The load not being a constant, the measurement
will have to be repeated from time to time to adjust the
rate to the current conditions.

4.2 Traffic Shaping
To achieve a certain rate of packets per second, many
strategies may be used. We can send all packets back to
back in the beginning or end of a period, and let the link
be idle for the remainder of the period. Packets may be
sent in regular or irregular bursts all through the period,
or packets may be sent at regular intervals during the
whole period. Traffic shaping occurs at the bottleneck
router if a single flow achieves the maximum path bandwidth. No matter how packets are sent, they will end up
evenly spaced at the receiver, and the spacing will be the
one given by the packet pair method. The queue size on
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the bottleneck router, on the other hand, will vary greatly
according to the transmission strategy. A single large
burst will produce the largest queue, while evenly spaced
packets will produce very small queues, if any. Router
queues are rather dangerous, as router buffer space is a
precious commodity. If buffer space is exceeded, packets
are dropped. This condition is also known as congestion,
and obviously degrades performance and wastes bandwidth, for dropped packets have to be resent. Transport
protocols try to stay below the maximum link bandwidth,
and respond to lost packets by lowering their transmission rates, to prevent congestion. This is a good strategy,
but may also have bad side effects if not all losses are
ideal
real

rate

sender

Negative
jitter
receiver

time
rate

Positive
jitter

rate

caused by congestion, as will be seen below.
Figure 3: positive and negative jitter

To minimize the queue size at the bottleneck router,
packets can be sent at regular intervals according to the
maximum path bandwidth. This has an interesting side
effect of allowing the measurement of decreasing link
bandwidth without using the packet pair method. The
reasoning follows: if packets are sent at regular intervals
at below path bandwidth, there will be no traffic shaping
at the bottleneck router, and changes in the interarrival
times will be caused by traffic fluctuations. The jitter
caused by traffic fluctuations tend to cancel out, for if a
packet is late, and produces positive jitter, the next packet
will be early in relation to it, and produce negative jitter.
Figure 3 shows the effect of traffic fluctuation on the
arrival times seen at the receiver, with the resulting positive and negative jitters. If a cumulative sum of jitters is
maintained, it hovers around zero, because the positive
and negative jitters tend to cancel out. If the cumulative
sum does not cancel out that means that the packet transmission rate is above the maximum the channel can bear,
and traffic shaping is happening at a router on the path,
with the resulting queues. Therefore, by sending packets
at regular intervals, and tracking the interarrival times at
the receiver, it is possible to measure changes in path
bandwidth without using the packet pair method.
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4.3 Discerning Transmission Losses from
Congestion Losses
Sending packets at regular intervals also helps discerning transmission losses from congestion losses. Mobile hosts will generally use wireless links, which present
a greater error rate on transmission than wired links. It is
important to discern if errors were caused by congestion,
at which time congestion control measures have to take
effect, or were caused by transmission errors, and can be
ignored. If all errors are considered congestion related, it
will decrease the throughput of a transport protocol. Using regularly spaced packets, the telltale signs of congestion are an increase in the interarrival time seen by the
receiver, caused by growing queues at one of the intervening routers, as was seen above. If a loss is accompanied by a growing trend in the interarrival times, the loss
is probably a congestion loss. If not, it is probably a
transmission loss, and no further action has to be taken.

4.4 Rate-Based Transmission Mechanism
The mechanism described above is well known in the
literature: a rate-based transmission mechanism. The
same rate-based transmission mechanism can be used for
load balancing, bandwidth tracking and congestion control. A channel is formed of multiple network layer connections, each with a different IP address, and multiplexing is achieved by load-balancing data into each of these
connections according to the available bandwidth measured by running independent rate-based transmission
mechanisms in each connection.

4.5 Mobility
By uncoupling the transport layer from the network
layer [6], the channel creates an easy path for host mobility. While Mobile IP has to keep track of the original IP
address of the mobile host, because transport layer connections use this number as part of their identifier, a
connection using the channel abstraction does not need
to keep track of IP addresses. In fact, other than for location, the original IP address of the mobile host is not used
at all. All IP addresses are transient, and can change from
base station to base station. This does not preclude the
use of link layer mobility, though. To use the current
infrastructure, a cellular modem connection is seen as
one sub-channel, though as the user moves it may use
different base-stations.
The algorithm for congestion control for the channel
also takes the wireless characteristics of the sub-channels
normally used by mobile host into account. While TCP
suffers from a hit in performance due to transmission
errors in wireless links [12, 18], the sub-channels can
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discern the type of error that occurred, and react accordingly. The same performance hit is taken by TCP during
a Mobile IP handoff, because of lost packets and changes
in path characteristics. Because moves from one base
station to another can be continuous in the channel, as it
is not necessary to relinquish the first connection to create another one, handoffs are smoother, and transport
protocol is not affected by the change itself from one
attachment point to another. Of course, variations in the
bandwidth available in each base-station will still influence the protocol’s performance.

5 The Multiplexing Transport Protocol Suite
The two transport protocols most commonly used in
the Internet are TCP, which offers a reliable stream, and
UDP, which offers a connectionless datagram service.
We do not offer a connectionless protocol, because the
mechanisms of a rate-based protocol need a longer-lived
connection to work, as they use feedback from the receiver. The interarrival time of packets is measured at the
receiver and is crucial for estimating the available bandwidth and for discriminating congestion and transmission
losses. On the other hand, a multiplexing unreliable protocol that offers congestion control can be used as a basis
of other protocols. The regularity of a rate-based protocol
lends itself naturally to multimedia applications. Sound
and video need bounds on arrival time so that the playback can be done smoothly. A multimedia protocol is the
natural offshoot. Most multimedia applications need
timely data. Data received after the playback time is
useless. Moreover, for a system with bandwidth constraints, late data is adverse to the quality of playback, as
it robs bandwidth from the flow. There are many strategies to deal with losses, from forgiving applications to
forward error correction (FEC) schemes. Retransmissions
are rarely used, because they take the place of new data,
and the time to send a request and receive the retransmission may exceed the timing constraints.
When multiple channels are available, and the aggregated bandwidth is greater than the bandwidth necessary
to transmit the multimedia stream, retransmissions can be
done successfully without harming the quality of playback. The simultaneous use of multiple link layers generates extra bandwidth. The best-case scenario is the coupling of a low bandwidth, low delay interface with a high
bandwidth, high delay interface. The high bandwidth
interface allows for a good quality stream, while the low
delay interface makes retransmissions possible by creating a good feedback channel to request (and transmit)
lost frames.
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In contrast to a multimedia protocol, a reliable protocol has to deliver intact every packet that the application
sent. In this case, time is not the most important factor.
Lost or damaged frames will have to be retransmitted
until they are successfully received. If the application
expects the data to be received in the same order it was
sent, the protocol will have to buffer packets received
after a loss until the lost packet retransmission is received. Using the channel abstraction to multiplex the
data increases the occurrence of out-of-order deliver,
increasing the burden in the receiving end.
We present in the next two subsections the protocols
we implemented that instantiate the channel abstraction.
The first is a protocol for multimedia traffic, and the
second is a reliable protocol. Both share the underlying
characteristics, although they are designed for very different tasks. We present a short description of the protocol, with experimental results that highlight their characteristics.

5.1 MMTP
The first protocol in the suite is a specialization of the
unreliable protocol for multimedia traffic. The Multimedia Multiplexing Transport Protocol (MMTP) [7] is a rate
based multiplexing protocol designed to carry packets
with hard deadlines. MMTP supports the transmission of
time sensitive rate-based data streams that may be generated live or from stored data. Given the characteristics of
the data streams in terms of frame rate and bandwidth
requirements, MMTP creates a channel that multiplexes
the data into any available communication sub-channel.
As the available sub-channels change, MMTP adapts,
adding or removing sub-channels as necessary. MMTP
provides a best effort service. If the aggregation of available sub-channels does not provide enough bandwidth
for the application stream, MMTP will drop packets that
it estimates cannot arrive on time and inform the application of the lack of necessary resources.
The main task of MMTP is the decision as to which
sub-channel to use for transmitting the current packet.
This decision is based on estimations of the bandwidth
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and delay characteristics of each sub-channel. After
startup, two control mechanisms are used to adapt the
sending rate to the sub-channel bandwidth: rate decrease
messages and channel probe. Rate decrease messages are
sent to prevent congestion when the receiver notices that
the channel bandwidth is below the sender’s rate. Probing
is used to track increases in bandwidth
The test setup for MMTP has a source process that
creates frames at the given periodicity and sends them to
the proxy. The proxy sends these frames to the receiver
on the mobile. We run experiments comparing the performance of a simple UDP algorithm that sends packets
according to the source rate to the performance of
MMTP. MMTP drops packets that it assumes will not
arrive at the receiver before their deadline, while the
UDP algorithm will try to send all packets, even if it
exceeds the link bandwidth.

1200

1000

number of packets

When the aggregated bandwidth is not enough to
transmit packets at the rate required by the application,
packets have to be dropped or the application has to
change the characteristics of its stream. Adapting applications can change the quality of the stream on the fly to
deal with bandwidth variations [19], but for non-adapting
applications, the best policy is to drop packets at the
sender. Sending packets that will arrive late will cause
further problems by making other packets late, which can
have a snowball effect.
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Figure 4: number of frames that arrive in time versus source period

Figure 4 shows the number of packets that were received within their deadline for different source rates
(given by the period in microseconds).
These results show that measuring bandwidth and
choosing what frames should be sent save bandwidth at
the wireless interface. Using these techniques also increases the number of frames that arrive before their
deadline, even though fewer frames are being sent.
MMTP does not achieve the maximum theoretical
throughput, which can be explained by the conservative
approach to bandwidth tracking. MMTP tries to stay
below the maximum available bandwidth to prevent link
congestion, and this prevents MMTP from attaining the
results that UDP can get on some cases by flooding the
link.
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Figure 5 shows the number of frames that arrived after their deadline had expired. Because UDP floods the
wireless interface, many packets are dropped due to
buffer overflow at the base station. The side effect is that
at certain source rates the loss pattern contributes to a
good result. At other rates, although more packets are
being delivered, they are past their deadline, and so useless to the application.
These results show that measuring bandwidth and
choosing what frames should be sent save bandwidth at
the wireless interface. Using these techniques also increases the number of frames that arrive before their
deadline, even though fewer frames are being sent.
MMTP does not achieve the maximum theoretical
throughput, which can be explained by the conservative
approach to bandwidth tracking. MMTP tries to stay
below the maximum available bandwidth to prevent link
congestion, and this prevents MMTP from attaining the
results that UDP can get on some cases by flooding the
link.
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flow and congestion control.
Multiple communication sub-channels will coexist if
the mobile has multiple network interfaces, these interfaces are active simultaneously, and have acquired one
exclusive IP address. To multiplex data into those multiple sub-channels it is necessary to know the sub-channel
characteristics, particularly the available bandwidth, for
load balancing. We use the packet pair method for measuring bandwidth, and the rate-based transmission mechanism used in RMTP keeps the regularity of the traffic
generated by the protocol. The regularity in which packets are transmitted in RMTP also allows the interarrival
time to be used as an aid to differentiate congestion
losses from medium losses. Because RMTP is a protocol
for mobile systems, it will be used mostly in wireless
environments, where losses caused by transmission errors
are orders of magnitude greater than in wired environments. One of the problems of using TCP in mobile systems is the well know mechanism of slowing down
transmission in the presence of losses, which are used an
indicator that the protocol exceeded the available bandwidth (i.e., it is creating congestion on a link). TCP has
no way of discerning the cause of the loss because it
sends packets in bursts. RMTP analyses the interarrival
times to discern if a loss was most likely caused by the
wireless medium or if the link is congested. Because
packets are spaced regularly, channel jitter is canceled
out, and an increase in the interarrival time signals channel congestion.
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Figure 5: number of frames that arrived late versus source period

5.2 RMTP
One of the target applications for mobile communications is access to the world wide web. This requires a
reliable protocol in the molds of TCP. We built the Reliable Multiplexing Transport Protocol (RMTP) with those
requirements in mind. RMTP is a protocol designed for
the reliable transmission of bulk data to mobile systems
that have access to multiple link-layer technologies.
RMTP is designed as a multiple channel, rate-based,
fixed window size protocol that uses selective acknowledgements for reliability, and bandwidth estimation for

RMTP measures the minimum interarrival time of
each channel and multiplexes packets on the channels
according to the resulting periods. Multiplexing gives a
very good abstraction for dealing with mobility: if we
assume that all channels are available all the time, but
their period is infinite, adding a channel is just changing
the period from infinite to a finite value, and deleting a
channel is just setting the period to infinity. On the other
hand multiplexing requires special attention on the reliability algorithms. Out of order delivery is a very common occurrence due to the different transmission delay
on each channel, so we decided to use selective acknowledgements to allow each channel to do its own gap detection, although each packet that is lost is put on the common queue to be retransmitted by the first available interface.
Because traffic conditions on communication channels are in general not static, the first bandwidth measurement done at startup will not be valid for long. RMTP
changes the sending periods on individual sub-channels
according to the available bandwidth of that sub-channel,
increasing the period in case of congestion, and decreasing the period if more bandwidth becomes available.
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We tested RMTP by comparing its performance with
TCP in lossy and lossless wireless links. The test program
sends 1000 packets of 1400 bytes each using TCP and
RMTP, and measures the arrival time of those packets.
The arrival times are plotted in the graphs. Packet losses
are seen as horizontal lines, which indicate the time it
takes the protocol to recover from the loss. For these
experiments, we used a wireless Ethernet, a 2.4GHz
WebGear Aviator, which gives 2Mbps of throughput, and
an infrared interface using IrLAN (IRDA LAN emulation), with a 115Kbps throughput. The difference of
throughput should make the wireless Ethernet much
better, but it is running with 30% loss given by our test
setup. In a lossless environment, the wireless Ethernet
finishes the test in less than 10 seconds. Figure 6 shows
the performance of RMTP and TCP under these conditions. We can see that contrary to the expected, TCP
presents better throughput using the infrared interface,
which is lossless, due to the long wait the losses cause on
the Ethernet. RMTP does not suffer the problems of
slow-start on presence of losses; and by using both interfaces at the same time has a much better result.
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Figure 7: Comparison of single links and multiplexed channel on
RMTP

6 Conclusions and Future Research
.Our channel abstraction creates a good framework
for building transport protocols for mobile systems that
share the characteristics of bandwidth aggregation, congestion avoidance and good performance on wireless
links. The mechanisms used to this end are inverse multiplexing and traffic shaping (rate-based transmission). The
experimental results show that protocols created using the
channel abstraction can be used for very different purposes with good results.
We are currently working on the larger framework
that encompasses the Link Layer Manager and the location service to test the mobility characteristics of the
protocols. We are also interested in power consumption
measurements. Our intuition is that it may be possible to
offset the higher power usage, caused by the concurrent
use of multiple interfaces, with power savings by completing communication tasks faster. This is backed up by
the current experiments with the good results we had in
the presence of transmission errors.
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Figure 6: Comparison of TCP and RMTP over IrLAN and Aviator

The next graph, Figure 7, shows the comparison of
RMTP’s performance using each interface independently
and using both at the same time. The current views support that using the infrared interface would not present
any gains, because the throughput mismatch of the two
interfaces is too large. Even though RMTP is more im-
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mune than TCP to packet loss, adding the infrared interface boosts the performance by 25%, yielding a much
better result than would be expected.

Packet Number

Congestion is signaled by increases in the interarrival
time and by losses. RMTP will react mildly to increasing
interarrival times, by increasing the period on the channel
with increasing interarrival times an amount corresponding to this increase. If a loss occurs in this condition, the
sending period of the channel is doubled. This technique
avoids congestion, because no losses are necessary to
indicate channel congestion [20].To track increasing
bandwidth, RMTP will probe the channels regularly. The
probing interval will vary to reflect the recent history,
growing shorter if the channel bandwidth is increasing,
and increasing if the channel is experiencing congestion.
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